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FOR MOLDING RESIN FOR INTAKE MANIFOLD

(57) Provided are a resin molding mold enabling an
intake manifold made of a resin to be manufactured at
low cost, an intake manifold, and a method for molding
a resin for an intake manifold. The resin molding mold
for an intake manifold includes a slide mold provided at
an end of a surge tank and a plurality of combination-
type core molds molding an inner surface of the surge
tank. The core molds include a first core member capable
of a relative movement in advance of another core mem-
ber after resin molding, and a second core member ca-
pable of moving with utilizing an inner space formed by
the relative movement of the first core member. The first
core member and the second core member are config-
ured to be extractable through a space inwardly of a resin-
molded flange.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a resin molding
mold for an intake manifold made of a resin, an intake
manifold obtained by the resin molding mold, and a meth-
od of resin molding for the intake manifold.

Background Art

[0002] In recent years, weight reduction and cost re-
duction for various automobile parts have been imple-
mented by forming these parts of a resin. Regarding an
intake manifold for use in an automobile too, resin prod-
ucts have been the mainstream. Many of such intake
manifolds made of a resin are fabricated by the vibration
welding method (see Patent Document 1) comprising
forming a flange at a rim of each one of a plurality of split
members and joining these respective flanges by vibra-
tion welding.
[0003] As other methods for molding an intake mani-
fold formed of a resin, there are such methods as the lost
core injection molding method according to which a core
having a low melting point is inserted into a mold and
then this core is discharged therefrom by melting after
resin molding process, a method according to which a
hollow molded article is used as a core and a resin injec-
tion molding is effected on its outer side (see Patent Doc-
ument 2, Patent Document 3).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0004]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. Hei-10-68361
Patent Document 2: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. 2005-271269
Patent Document 3: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. Hei-7-100856

Summary of Invention

[0005] In the case of manufacturing a resin-made in-
take manifold by the vibration welding method shown in
Patent Document 1, separately of the resin injection
molding process of the split members, there is also re-
quired a step of vibration-welding the multiple split mem-
bers, thus inviting manufacture cost increase. Moreover,
regarding the lost core method, this method requires sep-
arately e.g. a device for melting the core. As for the meth-
od disclosed in Patent Document 2 and Patent Document
3 using a hollow molded article as a core, this method
requires separately a device for manufacturing the hollow
molded article. Hence, these further methods too lead to

manufacture cost increase.
[0006] The present invention has been made in view
of the above-described problems. Its object is to provide
a resin molding mold enabling an intake manifold made
of a resin to be manufactured at low cost, an intake man-
ifold, and a method of resin molding for the intake man-
ifold.
[0007] According to a first characterizing feature of a
resin molding mold for an intake manifold relating to the
present invention, a resin molding mold for an intake
manifold comprises a surge tank, an annular flange pro-
vided at an end of the surge tank and having a smaller
inside diameter than an inside diameter of the surge tank
so as to attach a throttle body;
wherein the resin molding mold comprises a slide mold
molding the flange and a plurality of combination-type
core molds molding an inner surface of the surge tank;
wherein the core molds include a first core member ca-
pable of a relative movement in advance of another core
member after resin molding, and a second core member
capable of moving with utilizing an inner space formed
by the relative movement of the first core member; and
wherein the first core member and the second core mem-
ber are configured to be extractable through a space in-
wardly of a resin-molded flange.
[0008] With the above-described arrangement, the
resin molding mold allows extraction of the core mold
through a space inwardly of a resin-molded flange pro-
vided for attachment of a throttle body. Namely, the space
inwardly of the resin-molded flange is an opening re-
quired for connection of an intake pipe. However, with
the resin molding mold having the above-described ar-
rangement, the core mold can be extracted through this
opening. Accordingly, unlike the convention, there arises
no need for configuring the intake manifold in the form
of the split type for allowing extraction of the core mold.
As a result, the configuration of the intake manifold can
be simplified, with e.g. possibility of omission of flange
portions for frictional joint to be effected later. Moreover,
the manufacturing process of an intake manifold can be
simplified, with e.g. omission of a joining step which would
otherwise be additionally required.
[0009] According to a second characterizing feature of
a resin molding mold for an intake manifold relating to
the present invention, the first core member is configured
to be insertable to and withdrawable from the inner space
formed by combining a plurality of the second core mem-
bers with each other.
[0010] The core mold forms the inner surface of the
surge tank having a greater inside diameter than the in-
side diameter of the flange. Thus, when the plurality of
core members are joined together, the outside diameter
of a portion corresponding to the flange as the core mold
is smaller than the outside diameter of the portion forming
the inner surface of the surge tank. Therefore, in case
the first core member which is firstly moved after resin
injection is the core forming the inner surface of the surge
tank, e.g. when another second core member is to be
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withdrawn in such a manner as not to contact this inner
surface, there is the possibility of the withdrawing direc-
tion of the second core member becoming complicated.
On the other hand, with the inventive arrangement de-
scribed above in which the first core member is config-
ured to be insertable to and withdrawable from an inner
space formed by combining a plurality of the second core
members with each other, the shape of the first core
member can be e.g. a simple cylindrical shape or angular
cylindrical shape. In this case, by simply withdrawing this
first core member located at the center, it becomes pos-
sible to form an inner space that allows easy extraction
of the other second core member from the surge tank.
[0011] According to a third characterizing feature of a
resin molding mold for an intake manifold relating to the
present invention, in the first core member and the sec-
ond core member, there are respectively formed an en-
gaging portion and an engaged portion that come into
engagement when the first core member comes into en-
gagement with the second core members around it as
the first core member is pressed in along a longitudinal
direction of its own.
[0012] Normally, the shape of the surge tank requires
a length extending over a plurality of cylinders. Therefore,
the inner space of the surge tank is formed as an elongate
space. And, the length of each one of the core members
combined is necessarily large. In that case, there arises
a need for causing the respective core members to be
joined in a reliable manner so as not to form any gap due
to influence of heat between adjacent core members at
the time of resin injection.
[0013] With the core member having the above-de-
scribed arrangement, the core members have an engag-
ing portion and an engaged portion that restrict the first
core member and the second core member relative to
each other. Hence, it is possible to reliably form a cavity
forming the surge tank portion during resin injection.
[0014] According to a fourth characterizing feature of
a resin molding mold for an intake manifold relating to
the present invention, a plurality of intake ports are
formed continuously from the surge tank, and in the sur-
face of the second core members, there is formed a fun-
nel portion of a portion branching from the surge tank to
the intake port.
[0015] With the above-described arrangement in
which a funnel portion for the intake port is formed integral
in the surface of the second core members, the inside
face forming the transition from the surge tank to the in-
take port can be formed as a gapless smooth shape.
Further, as the fine shape of the funnel continuous from
the surge tank to the intake port can be formed in the
surface of the core member which is relatively small and
which has good flexibility, this forming process is made
easy.
[0016] According to a fifth characterizing feature of a
resin molding mold for an intake manifold relating to the
present invention, in addition to the core mold forming
the surge tank, the resin molding mold comprises a fur-

ther core mold forming the intake port and contactable
with the core mold, and a gate through which the resin
forming the surge tank is injected is provided on a side
of the core mold opposite the further core mold.
[0017] With the above-described arrangement in
which a gate is provided on the side of the core mold
opposite the further core mold forming the intake port, at
the time of injection of resin for forming the surge tank
portion, this resin can be used for pressing the core mold
against the further core mold. As a result, it becomes
possible to stabilize the posture of the core mold which
is fixed in a cantilever manner, thus rending the shape
of the surge tank stable and preventing e.g. bending de-
formation of the core mold through repeated use.
[0018] According to a characterizing feature of an in-
take manifold relating to the present invention, the intake
manifold comprises a plurality of intake ports, a surge
tank in which the intake ports are grouped and joined
together, and an annular flange for body throttle attach-
ment having a smaller inside diameter than an inside
diameter of the surge tank, wherein a parting line is
formed along a longitudinal direction of the surge tank
between and across an inner surface of the flange and
an inside surface of the surge tank.
[0019] The intake manifold according to the present
invention is formed by withdrawing a plurality of core
members through an inner space of the flange. As this
core member forms a bulging portion inside the surge
tank, for the withdrawal, a certain core member of the
core members provided separately will be moved at first
so as to secure a space which allows subsequent move-
ment of another core member. In this way, the core mem-
bers will be extracted or withdrawn one after another.
That is, a join or seam between adjacently joined core
members forms a parting line in the inner face of the
finished intake manifold. Moreover, this parting line will
have a unique shape as being formed continuously from
the area of the surge tank to the inner face of the flange.
[0020] According to a further characterizing feature of
an intake manifold relating to the present invention, the
surge tank is molded integrally.
[0021] If the surge tank is molded integrally as provided
in the above-described arrangement, unlike the conven-
tion, there arises no need for configuring the intake man-
ifold in the form of the split type for allowing extraction of
the core mold. As a result, the configuration of the intake
manifold can be simplified, with e.g. possibility of omis-
sion of flange portions for frictional joint to be effected
later. Moreover, with the possibility of omission of the
flange portion, weight reduction of the intake manifold is
made possible and air-tightness can be improved.
[0022] According to a further characterizing feature of
an intake manifold relating to the present invention, in an
inner face of an end of the surge tank perpendicular to
the axis of the surge tank along the longitudinal direction,
there are formed a polygonal or circular parting line
formed by borders of the plurality of core members ad-
jacently disposed as a molding mold and a parting line
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formed by borders of engaging portions provided in the
plurality of core members and having a shape radially
protruding and retracting about the axis.
[0023] The intake manifold according to the present
invention is formed by withdrawing the plurality of core
members through the inner space of the flange. The bor-
ders of the plurality of core members adjacently disposed
form a polygonal or circular parting line in the inner face
at the end of the surge tank perpendicular to the axis of
the surge tank along the longitudinal direction. Further,
the borders of the engaging portions provided in the plu-
rality of core members together form a parting line having
a shape radially protruding and retracting about the axis
of the surge tank. With this, the parting line in the inner
face at the end of the surge tank perpendicular to the
axis of the surge tank along the longitudinal direction is
provided with the unique shape.
[0024] According to a characterizing feature of a meth-
od of resin molding for an intake manifold relating to the
present invention, in a method for molding a resin for an
intake manifold including a surge tank, an annular flange
provided at an end of the surge tank and having a smaller
inside diameter than an inside diameter of the surge tank
so as to attach a throttle body, the method comprises the
steps of: forming a cavity for forming the surge tank by
combining together a plurality of core members having
a length extending from the flange to an end of the surge
tank; disposing a slide mold in an annular form to form
the flange in such a manner as to surround outer circum-
ferences of the plurality of core members; injecting an
amount of resin to inside of the cavity and to outside of
the slide mold to form an intake manifold; and subse-
quently moving one of the plurality of core members rel-
ative to a further core member and moving the further
core member with utilizing a space formed by relative
movement, thereby to extract the plurality of core mem-
bers through a space inwardly of the flange.
[0025] In the intake manifold, there is formed a flange
portion for attachment of a throttle body, at which a hole
portion is formed as an inward space for communication
of air introduced. According to the present invention,
through this inward space, the core members forming
the surge tank located on the back side thereof are with-
drawn. Moreover, the inside diameter of the surge tank
is normally greater than the aperture diameter of the
flange. That is, regarding the inside diameter of the surge
tank, the inside diameter of the flange is to constitute a
constricted portion for air communicated. So, the aper-
ture diameter of the flange portion needs to be small.
With the inventive method described above; however,
unlike the convention, there is no need to configure the
intake manifold in the split type to allow withdrawal of
core members after resin injection. Therefore, the con-
figuration of the manifold is simplified and the manufac-
turing steps can be reduced significantly also.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0026]

[Fig. 1] is a perspective view of an intake manifold,
[Fig. 2] is a vertical section of the intake manifold,
[Fig. 3] is a view taken along arrows III-III in Fig. 2,
[Fig. 4] is a partial section showing a resin injection
molded state of a surge tank,
[Fig. 5] is a partial section showing a molded article
removed from a mold,
[Fig. 6] is a partial section showing a state where a
first core member has been extracted from the mold-
ed article,
[Fig. 7] is a view taken along arrows VII-VII in Fig. 4,
[Fig. 8] is a view showing an engagement arrange-
ment of core members,
[Fig. 9] is a section of core members according to a
further embodiment,
[Fig. 10] is a view taken along arrows X-X in Fig. 9,
and
[Fig. 11] is a view showing an engagement arrange-
ment of the core members according to the further
embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0027] Next, embodiments of a resin molding mold for
an intake manifold and an intake manifold both relating
to the present invention will be described with reference
to the accompanying drawings.
[0028] An intake manifold 1 shown in Figs. 1-3 is man-
ufactured by resin-molding on the outer side of a resin
molding mold constituted of a plurality of core molds and
subsequently extracting/withdrawing the resin molding
mold. The intake manifold 1 includes a surge tank 2, and
an annular flange 3 provided at an end 2a of the surge
tank 2 and having an inside diameter smaller than an
inside diameter of the surge tank 2 for mounting a throttle
body (not shown) therein. The surge tank 2 has a cylin-
drical shape having an axis X and to the upper face of
the surge tank 2, a plurality of intake ports 4 are connect-
ed continuously. At ends 4a of the intake ports 4, there
is provided a flange 5 which is to be attached to a cylinder
head (not shown) of an internal combustion engine.
[0029] As described above, the surge tank 2 of the in-
take manifold 1 is molded integrally. For this reason, un-
like the convention, there is no need to configure the in-
take manifold in the split construction allowing withdrawal
of core molds. As a result, the configuration of the intake
manifold can be simplified by e.g. possibility of omission
of a flange portion for frictional joint to be effected later.
Further, with the omission of the flange portion, it be-
comes possible to achieve weight reduction of the intake
manifold and improvement of sealing performance.
[0030] As shown in Fig. 2, the inside diameter of the
surge tank 2 is greater than the inside diameter of the
flange 3 and an undercut 2b is present at the bottom of
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the surge tank 2. Further, as shown in Fig. 3, each intake
port 4 is formed such that its centerline C is formed as
an arc having a single radius R.

[Resin Molding Mold]

[0031] As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7, a resin molding
mold includes an annular slide mold 11 for molding the
throttle-side flange 3, a plurality of combination-type core
molds 12 for the tank configured to be inserted in the
slide mold 11 and to form the inner face of the surge tank
2, and a core mold 12 for the intake ports forming the
inner faces of the intake ports 4. Incidentally, the slide
mold 11 can be composed of a combination of two semi-
arcuate members, for example.
[0032] The tank core molds 12 are comprised of a plu-
rality of core members, including a first core member 14
capable of a relative movement in advance of another
core member after resin molding, and a second core
member 15 capable of moving with utilizing an inner
space V1 formed by the relative movement of the first
core member 14. The first core member 14 is configured
to be insertable to and extractable through the space V1
formed by combing the multiple second core members
15 to each other.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 7, for instance, the first core
member 14 is disposed at the center, thus forming an
octagonal cross section and eight second core members
15 configured as split molds are disposed around the
outer circumference of the first core member 14. Regard-
ing the second core members 15, split molds 15A-15D
having a trapezoidal cross section and split molds 15E-
15H having a narrow elongate hexagonal cross section
are arranged in alternation, so that the first core member
14 and the second core members 15 together form the
cylindrical tank core mold 12. Incidentally, the inner
space V1 formed by combining the plurality of second
core members 15 to each other may be provided in a
cylindrical shape and the cross section of the first core
member 14 may be cylindrical.
[0034] On the surface of the split mold 15E of the sec-
ond core member 15, there is formed a funnel portion 16
at the portion of branching from the surge tank 2 to the
intake port 4. In this way, as the funnel portion 16 for the
intake port 4 is formed integrally on the surface of the
second core member 15, the inner face forming the tran-
sition from the surge tank 2 to the intake port 4 can be
formed with a seamless smooth shape. Further, since
the complicated and fine shape of the funnel portion 16
continuous from the surge tank 2 to the intake port 4 can
be realized on the surface of the second core member
15 which is relatively small and which has good flexibility,
the shaping can be realized easily.
[0035] An intake-port core mold 13 is configured as a
slide mold that can be withdrawn from the intake port 4
when this mold 13 is rotated along the centerline C (see
Fig. 3) inside the intake port 4.

[Method of Resin Molding]

[0036] Next, a method of resin molding the intake man-
ifold 1 utilizing the above-described resin-molding mold
will be explained. As shown in Fig. 4, the cylindrical tank
core mold 12 comprised of assembly of the first core
member 14 and the second core members 15 is inserted
to and disposed inside a mold 30 configured as a split
type for molding the outer face of the molded article.
Then, after fastening the mold, an amount of resin ma-
terial is injected into a cavity between the mold 30 and
the tank core mold 12. Advantageously, a gate 31 for the
resin injection is provided at a position where the tank
core mold 12 can be pressed on the opposite side. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 4, the resin injection gate 31
will be provided at the position where the undercut 2b is
formed and the tank core mold 12 will be brought into
abutment against the intake core mold 13. With this, it is
possible to carry out the injection molding operation with
keeping the position of the tank core mold 12 stable,
whereby the molded article (intake manifold) 1 shown in
Fig. 1 can be molded in a reliable manner.
[0037] Next, the mold 30 molding the outer face of the
molded article 1 is opened and the mold 30 is removed
from the outer face of the molded article 1. Then, the
process moves onto withdrawing operations of the core
molds 12, 13 (see Fig. 5, Fig. 6).
[0038] Of the core molds 12, 13, firstly, the intake port
core mold 13 is drawn out of the intake port 4. In this,
since the intake port 4 is configured such that the cen-
terline C in the inner space thereof is formed in the form
of single radius R, the intake port core mold 13 will be
pulled out along this centerline C (see Fig. 3).
[0039] Next, the tank core mold 12 is extracted from
the surge tank 2. Of the tank core mold 12, the first core
member 14 located at the center will be removed from
an opening (inward space) V2 of the throttle-side flange
3, by a relative movement along the direction of the axis
X, in advance of the other core member 15. Incidentally,
the intake port core mold 13 and the first core member
14 may be extracted together at one time from the molded
article 1.
[0040] Thereafter, the second core members 15 dis-
posed around the first core member 14 will be pulled out
of the surge tank 2. As shown in Fig. 6, the second core
members 15 will be pulled out of the tank 2 with utilizing
the inner space V1 formed as the result of the relative
movement of the first core member 14. For instance, the
pull-out operation will be effected with firstly moving the
split molds 15A, 15B, 15C, 15D of the second core mem-
bers 15 temporarily into the inner space V1 inside the
surge tank 2 and then moving them along the longitudinal
direction (the direction of the axis X) of the surge tank 2.
Then, the pull-out operation will be effected with moving
the remaining split molds 15E, 15F, 15G, 15H temporarily
into the inner space V1 inside the surge tank 2 and then
moving them along the longitudinal direction (the direc-
tion of the axis X) of the surge tank 2 to be pulled out of
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the opening (inward space) V2 of the flange 3. The sec-
ond core members 15 may be pulled out one by one from
the surge tank 2 or may be pulled out all together there-
from.
[0041] Lastly, the slide mold 11 will be pulled out of the
throttle-side flange 3, thus completing resin molding of
the surge tank 2 and the throttle-side flange 3 of the intake
manifold 1.
[0042] In this way, the molded intake manifold 1 is
formed by pulling out the multiple core members (the first
core member 14, the second core members 15) through
the space V2 inwardly of the flange 3. As the core mem-
bers 14, 15 form bulging portions inside the surge tank
2, for their removal, of the core members 14, 15 sepa-
rately provided, the first core member 14 disposed at the
center will be firstly moved. This forms a space that allows
subsequent movement of the second core members 15,
so these second core members 15 will be pulled out one
after another. That is, the join between the second core
members 15 adjacently assembled along the outer cir-
cumference of the first core member 14 will form a parting
line PL in the inner face of the finished intake manifold
1. Moreover, this parting line PL extends continuously
from the area of the surge tank 2 to the inner face of the
throttle-side flange 3, thus presenting a unique shape.
[0043] Via the inward space V2 of the throttle-body at-
taching flange 3, the core molds can be extracted. That
is, the inward space V2 of the flange 3 is an opening
needed for joining an intake pipe. However, with the resin
molding mold having the above-described configuration,
via this space, the core molds (core members 14, 15)
can be extracted. Therefore, unlike the convention, there
is no need for configuring the intake manifold 1 in the
split type for allowing extraction of the core molds. As a
result, the configuration of the intake manifold 1 can be
simplified, with e.g. possibility of omission of a flange
portion for frictional joint to be effected later. Moreover,
the manufacturing process of the intake manifold 1 can
be simplified, with e.g. omission of a joining step which
would be required additionally.
[0044] The tank core mold 12 forms the inner face of
the surge tank 2 having the inside diameter greater than
the inside diameter of the throttle-side flange 3. There-
fore, under the state of the multiple core members 14,
15 being assembled together, the outside diameter of
the portion of the flange 3 as the core mold is smaller
than the outside diameter of the portion forming the inner
face of the surge tank 2. Thus, after resin injection, if the
first core member 14 to be moved firstly is the core form-
ing the inner face of the surge tank 2, when the other
second core member 15 is to be extracted without coming
into contact with this inner face, there is the possibility of
the withdrawing direction of the second core member 15
becoming complicated. However, if the first core member
14 is configured to be insertable to and extractable from
the inner space V1 formed by combing of the other sec-
ond core members 15 as provided in the above-de-
scribed arrangement, the shape of the first core member

14 can be e.g. a simple cylindrical or or angular cylindrical
shape. In this case, with simple pulling out of this first
core member 14 at the center, it is possible to form the
inner space V1 through which the other second core
members 15 can be readily extracted from the surge tank
2.
[0045] As shown in Fig. 8, the first core member 14
and the second core member 15 respectively form en-
gaged portions 18 and engaging portions 17 that come
into engagement with each other for engaging these
members 14, 15. The engaging portion 17 formed at a
leading end of the second core member 15 includes a
base portion 17a projecting relative to the first core mem-
ber 14 and a slot portion 17b formed continuously from
the base portion 17a, so that the engaging portion 17 as
a whole presents a T-shape as seen in a cross section
perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the second
core member 15. The engaged portion 18 formed at a
leading end of the first core member 14 has a concave
shape corresponding to the shape of the engaging por-
tion 17 of the second core member 15. In operation, as
the first core member 14 is pressed in along its own lon-
gitudinal direction, the engaged portion 18 of the first core
member 14 comes into engagement with the engaging
portion 17 of the second core member 15.
[0046] Normally, the shape of the surge tank 2 requires
a length extending over a plurality of cylinders. Therefore,
the inner space V1 of the surge tank 2 is formed as an
elongate space. And, the length of each one of the core
members 14, 15 combined is necessarily large. In that
case, there arises a need for causing the respective core
members 14, 15 to be joined in a reliable manner so as
not to form any gap due to influence of heat between
adjacent core members at the time of resin injection. With
the core members 14, 15 having the above-described
inventive arrangement, the first core member 14 and the
second core member 15 have an engaged portion 18
and an engaging portion 17 that restrict the first core
member 14 and the second core member 15 relative to
each other. Hence, it is possible to reliably form a cavity
forming the surge tank 2 during resin injection.
[0047] Also, the engaging portion 17 and the engaged
portion 18 are formed respectively at the leading ends of
the core members 15, 14. That is, in order to avoid loos-
ening of the assembled/joined condition of the elongate
core members 14, 15 joined together, the core members
14, 15 are restricted relative to each other at both ends,
that is, at the flange 3 located at one end and the end
opposite thereto. With this, it is possible to obtain a tank
core mold 12 having high durability.
[0048] As shown in Fig. 7, the borders of the plurality
of core members 14, 15 adjacently disposed form a po-
lygonal (or circular) parting line PL in the inner face at
the end 2c of the surge tank 2 perpendicular to the axis
X of the surge tank 2 along the longitudinal direction. In
the instant embodiment, at the end of the first core mem-
ber 14 and the end of the second core member 15, there
are provided the engaging portion 17 or the engaged
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portion 18. Therefore, in the inner face of the end 2c of
the surge tank 2, further, the borders of the engagement
portions (engaging portions 17, engaged portions 18) to-
gether form a parting line having a shape radially pro-
truding and retracting about the axis X of the surge tank
2 (see Fig. 8). With this, the parting line PL in the inner
face at the end 2c of the surge tank 2 perpendicular to
the axis X of the surge tank 2 along the longitudinal di-
rection is provided with the unique shape.
[0049] With respect to the position of the tank core mold
12, the gate 31 for resin injection is provided on the op-
posite side to the further core mold 13 forming the intake
port 4, at the time of injection of resin for forming the
surge tank 2, this resin can be used for pressing the tank
core mold 12 against the further core mold 13. As a result,
it becomes possible to stabilize the posture of the tank
core mold 12 which is fixed in a cantilever manner, thus
rending the shape of the surge tank 2 stable and pre-
venting e.g. bending deformation of the tank core mold
12 through repeated use.

[Second Embodiment]

[0050] As shown in Figs. 9-11, a resin molding mold
according to this embodiment includes four second core
members 15 at positions in the outer circumference of
the first core member 14. The second core members 15
include split molds 15A, 15B provided at positions in op-
position to each other across the circumferential face of
the first core member 14 in the longitudinal direction and
having semi-circular cross section, and split molds 15C,
15D provided at positions adjacent the split molds 15A,
15B and having arcuate cross section.
[0051] In the case of the resin molding mold of this
embodiment, after resin molding, of the tank core mold
12, the first core member 14 disposed at the center is
extracted through the opening (inward space) V2 of the
throttle-side flange 3, in advance of the other core mem-
ber 15 by a relative movement of the first core member
14 along the direction of the axis X. Thereafter, of the
second core members 15, the slit molds 15C, 15D are
moved temporarily into the inner space V1 inside the
surge tank 2 and then extracted by being moved along
the longitudinal direction (the direction of the axis X) of
the surge tank 2. Next, the remaining split molds 15A,
15B are moved temporarily into the inner space V1 inside
the surge tank 2 and then extracted through the opening
(inward space) V2 of the flange 3 by being moved along
the longitudinal direction (the direction of the axis X) of
the surge tank 2.
[0052] At the leading end of the first core member 14
and at the leading end of the second core member 15,
there are respectively formed the engaged portion 18
and and the engaging portion 17 which serve to engage
these members with each other. The engaging portion
17 formed at the leading end of the second core member
15 includes a base portion 17a formed in this second
core member 15 and protruding relative to the first core

member 14 along the longitudinal direction and
a tapered hook-like portion 17b folded from the base por-
tion 17a toward the flange 3. The engaged portion 18
formed at the leading end of the first core member 14
has a concave shape corresponding to the shape of the
engaging portion 17 of the second core member 15. As
the first core member 14 is pressed in along its own lon-
gitudinal direction relative to the second core member
15, the engaged portion 18 of the first core member 14
comes into engagement with the engaging portion 17 of
the second core member 15.

[Other Embodiments]

[0053]

(1) In the foregoing embodiments, there were shown
examples of resin molding mold for molding the
surge tank 2, the flange 3, and the intake ports 4.
Instead, the resin molding mold may be configured
to mold the surge tank 2 and the flange 3 only.
(2) In the foregoing embodiments, there was shown
a manufacturing process of an intake manifold in
which the mold 30 is opened after resin molding to
remove the molded article 1 from the mold and then,
the intake port core mold 13, the first core member
14 and the second core members 15 are extracted
from the molded article1 one after another. Instead,
the manufacturing process may be configured such
that a step of extracting the first core member 14 and
the second core member 15 one after another from
the molded article 1 after resin molding, a subse-
quent step of opening the mold 30 for removing the
molded article 1 from the mold and a step of extract-
ing the intake port core mold 13 from the molded
article 1 are effected at one time or sequentially.
(3) In the foregoing embodiments, there were shown
examples wherein the second core members 15 are
assembled along the entire outer circumference in
the longitudinal direction of the first core member 14.
However, as long as the possibility of relative move-
ment of the first core member 14 in advance of the
second core members 15 is secured, the second
core members 15 may be assembled with a portion
in the longitudinal direction of the first core member
14. Further, the shapes of the first core member 14
and the second core member 15 in the tank core
mold 12 are not particularly limited. Any shapes may
suffice as long as they allow combining of the first
core member 14 and the second core members 15
to form the interior shape of the surge tank 2. Further,
the number of split molds of the second core member
15 is also not limited. And, the first core member 14
may be configured as a hollow mold.
(4) In the foregoing embodiments, there were shown
the examples in which the engaging portion 17 is
formed in the second core member 15 and the en-
gaged portion 18 is formed in the first core member
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14. Instead, the engaging portion 17 may be formed
in the first core member 14 and the engaged portion
18 may be formed in the second core member 15.

[0054] In the foregoing embodiments, there were
shown the examples in which the engaging portion 17
and the engaged portion 18 are formed at the leading
ends of the core members 14, 15. Instead, the engaging
portion 17 and the engaged portion 18 may be formed
at longitudinally intermediate portions of the core mem-
bers 14, 15. Further, in the engaging portion 17 and the
engaged portion 18 respectively, there may be set a ta-
pered face along the longitudinal direction of the first core
member 14. With provision of such tapered faces in the
engaging portion 17 and the engaged portion 18, assem-
bly and disassembly of the first core member 14 and the
second core member 15 may be effected in a smooth
manner.
[0055] The present invention may be applied widely to
various kinds of hollow products made of resin.

Claims

1. A resin molding mold for an intake manifold compris-
ing a surge tank, an annular flange provided at an
end of the surge tank and having a smaller inside
diameter than an inside diameter of the surge tank
so as to attach a throttle body;
wherein the resin molding mold comprises a slide
mold molding the flange and a plurality of combina-
tion-type core molds molding an inner surface of the
surge tank;
wherein the core molds include a first core member
capable of a relative movement in advance of anoth-
er core member after resin molding, and a second
core member capable of moving with utilizing an in-
ner space formed by the relative movement of the
first core member; and
wherein the first core member and the second core
member are configured to be extractable through a
space inwardly of a resin-molded flange.

2. The resin molding mold for an intake manifold ac-
cording to claim 1, wherein the first core member is
configured to be insertable to and withdrawable from
the inner space formed by combining a plurality of
the second core members with each other.

3. The resin molding mold for an intake manifold ac-
cording to claim 2, wherein in the first core member
and the second core member, there are respectively
formed an engaging portion and an engaged portion
that come into engagement when the first core mem-
ber comes into engagement with the second core
members around it as the first core member is
pressed in along a longitudinal direction of its own.

4. The resin molding mold for an intake manifold ac-
cording to claim 2 or 3, wherein a plurality of intake
ports are formed continuously from the surge tank,
and in the surface of the second core members, there
is formed a funnel portion of a portion branching from
the surge tank to the intake port.

5. The resin molding mold for an intake manifold ac-
cording to claim 4, in addition to the core mold form-
ing the surge tank, the resin molding mold comprises
a further core mold forming the intake port and con-
tactable with the core mold; and
a gate through which the resin forming the surge tank
is injected is provided on a side of the core mold
opposite the further core mold.

6. An intake manifold comprising a plurality of intake
ports, a surge tank in which the intake ports are
grouped and joined together, and an annular flange
for body throttle attachment having a smaller inside
diameter than an inside diameter of the surge tank;
wherein a parting line is formed along a longitudinal
direction of the surge tank between and across an
inner surface of the flange and an inside surface of
the surge tank.

7. The intake manifold according to claim 6, wherein
the surge tank is molded integrally.

8. The intake manifold according to claim 6 or 7, where-
in in an inner face of an end of the surge tank per-
pendicular to the axis of the surge tank along the
longitudinal direction, there are formed a polygonal
or circular parting line formed by borders of the plu-
rality of core members adjacently disposed as a
molding mold and a parting line formed by borders
of engaging portions provided in the plurality of core
members and having a shape radially protruding and
retracting about the axis.

9. A method of resin molding an intake manifold includ-
ing a surge tank, an annular flange provided at an
end of the surge tank and having a smaller inside
diameter than an inside diameter of the surge tank
so as to attach a throttle body;
wherein the method comprises the steps of:

forming a cavity for forming the surge tank by
combining together a plurality of core members
having a length extending from the flange to an
end of the surge tank;
disposing a slide mold in an annular form to form
the flange in such a manner as to surround outer
circumferences of the plurality of core members;
injecting an amount of resin to inside of the cavity
and to outside of the slide mold to form an intake
manifold; and
subsequently moving one of the plurality of core
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members relative to a further core member and
moving the further core member with utilizing a
space formed by relative movement, thereby to
extract the plurality of core members through a
space inwardly of the flange.
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